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City Overview

Bengaluru, the capital city of Karnataka, is 
widely known as the “Silicon Valley of India” and 
boasts of its pleasant climate with serene lakes 
and gardens. The city has beautifully combined 
its rich cultural heritage with its technological 
and industrial accomplishments.This blend of 
traditions with the modern culture has made 
Bengaluru one of the most vibrant cosmopolitan 
cities of India.

The city has emerged as the fifth largest urban 
agglomeration, and is the second most 
fast-growing metropolis in India. There are 
multiple large scale infrastructure projects like 
the metro rail, suburban rail, etc being planned 
to keep up with this pace of development. 

To complement this scale of development, the 
city aims to improve the walkability and create 
public spaces that are lively and safe for all its 
people. 



https://smartnet.niua.org/indiastreetchallenge/competition/#call-for-ideas
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https://smartnet.niua.org/indiastreetchallenge/taking-the-first-step-w1/
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Jayanagar one of the largest planned residential 
neighborhoods in the city, has designated 
commercial areas at 3rd and 4th block. Considered 
as a one stop destination for all shopping and 
recreational activities for South Bengaluru., it is well 
connected to the Jayanagar metro station and TTMC 
which supports the high footfall in this area. 

The pilot stretch consists of 10th Main road 
extending between 27th cross to 30th cross along the 
Jayanagar Shopping Complex. This street thrives on 
the continuous flow of pedestrians encouraging 
street vendors, food stalls and retail stores.However, 
shoppers face issues like limited parking spaces, 
unorganised street vendors and lack of basic 
infrastructure for a seamless street retail experience.

The design ideas should include strategies of 
pedestrianisation, street vendor organisation, 
parking management, place making and make the 
area around the street safe for walking.
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https://drive.google.com/drive/u/0/folders/12tTxLonl0aplngnuHae4VKJ-cyOCypgq


Shantinagar
TTMC

Wilson Garden
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Wilson Garden is a dense urban neighborhood in 
central Bengaluru, surrounded by important 
landmarks like the Shantinagara TTMC, Lalbagh and 
NIMHANS Hospital. The area contains commercial 
corridors which cater mainly to the neighborhood.

Though Wilson Garden is a planned residential 
neighborhood with diverse open spaces, the high 
through traffic, unregulated parking and hard 
institutional edges make it unsafe and unsuitable for 
walking. 

The design interventions should explore strategies to 
improve the quality of existing public spaces and 
their  network, through  lively pedestrian linkages and 
pedestrian friendly streets & plazas that are 
accessible by all groups of people. 
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https://drive.google.com/drive/u/0/folders/1HaWkVdS8j0-fNGyrWr8Zqx3jOTEiLgou
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Any change in the timeline will be updated on the competition page in the 
Streets for People Challenge website

https://smartnet.niua.org/indiastreetchallenge/competition/
https://smartnet.niua.org/indiastreetchallenge/competition/#call-for-ideas


3. Participants should share the drive 
link to the shared folder at 
(dultbangalore@gmail.com). 



Shortlisted Entries
Shortlisted entries will be displayed at the 
Bengaluru Streets for People Exhibition, and 
circulated via the city's social media 
platforms.
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